News focus

Australia passes controversial legislation; brand owners
fight back
The Australian government has
approved the country’s Plain
Packaging Bill, meaning that
tobacco products will be sold in
generic packaging from
December 2012. The move has
sparked anger among brand
associations, with tobacco
companies heading to the
courts to continue the fight.
The Senate passed the
legislation in early November
and a series of amendments
were approved by the House of
Representatives later that
month.
From December 2012,
cigarettes will be sold in dark
brown packets, with large,
graphic health warnings. There
will be no logos or promotional
text, but the brand name and
type of cigarette will be printed
on the front of the packaging in
a plain, white typeface.
In a press release, the An ticounterfeiting Group and the
British Brands Group stated:
“The announcement that the
Australian government has
approved legislation to remove
branding from tobacco
packaging sends a shock wave to
those who understand the value

of branding and intellectual
property rights to consumers.
Meanwhile there is no evidence
of a positive impact on health.”
They added: “This
development, based on the
unproven premise that
branding promotes smoking,
ignores the crucial role that
branding plays in providing
consumers with high-quality,
consistent products they can
trust.
“Meanwhile, the intellectual
property rights of legitimate
companies will be essentially
requisitioned.”
Ruth Orchard, director
general of the Anticounterfeiting Group, further
outlined the concerns: “Plain
packaging represents an
invitation to counterfeiting. If
put into practice for the tobacco
industry, this could impact on
all sectors where counterfeiting
is rife. It creates a trading
environment where packaging
is no longer distinctive and
products become easy to
replicate illegally.”
Before the legislation was
passed, Philip Morris Asia
Limited had stated its intention

to pursue legal action under
Australia’s bilateral investment
treaty with Hong Kong. A
spokesperson for the company
stated: “The forced removal of
trademarks and other valuable
intellectual property is a clear
violation of the terms of the
bilateral investment treaty
between Australia and Hong
Kong. We believe we have a very
strong legal case and will be
seeking significant financial
compensation for the damage
to our business.”
Don Wallace Jr, law professor
at Georgetown University Law
Centre and chairman of the
International Law Institute,
backed up this warning: “Plain
packaging legislation would
expose Australia to wellfounded claims under the
treaty, potentially costing the
Australian government billions
of dollars in damages.”
In early December 2011
Imperial Tobacco Australia
Limited (ITA) initiated a legal
challenge against the Australian
government in the High Court.
Melvin Ruigrok, ITA’s general
manager, said that “legal action
is not a course taken lightly, but

the Australian government has
left ITA and the Imperial
Tobacco Group with no option
but to defend the company’s
intellectual property assets in
court”.
In the court documents, ITA
claims that the plain packaging
legislation is in breach of the
Australian Constitution,
because its operation would
result in the acquisition of
property on other than just
terms. This legal challenge
relates to the well-known Peter
Stuyvesant brand, which has
been trademarked in Australia
since 1958.
Echoing Wallace’s concerns,
Ruigrok also points out that the
government is exposing
taxpayers to the risk of
additional domestic and
international challenges – and
the associated billions of dollars
in legal costs and
compensation: “Legal action
may be only the first
unintended consequence of this
deeply flawed legislation.”
Nevertheless, Australian
Health Minister Nicola Roxon
stated that the government is
more than ready for the fight.

IP TRANSLATOR: OHIM’s class heading
approach is wrong
In Chartered Institute of Patent
Attorneys v Registrar of
Trademarks (Case C-307/10),
Advocate General Bot has stated
that Office for Harmonisation in
the Internal Market (OHIM)
Presidential Communication
4/03, which supports the ‘classheading-covers-all’ approach to
registration, does not offer
sufficient clarity.
Communication 4/03
provides that it is acceptable for
the goods or services in an
application or registration to be

identified by means of the class
headings of the Nice
Classification. It confirms that the
use of the class heading
constitutes a claim to all goods or
services within that class.
In his opinion, the advocate
general stated that
Communication 4/03 “does not
guarantee the clarity and
precision required for the
purposes of the registration of
a trademark”.
According to Hiroshi
Sheraton, partner at McDermott

Furthermore, brand owners
should review their existing
portfolios and consider clarifying
the scope of their rights where
they have previously relied on
Will & Emery, the opinion
broad class headings.”
“clearly says that the OHIM
However, Sheraton believes
guidance is wrong”. He adds:
that this opinion is unlikely to
“The communication essentially have a major impact on brand
imposed a legal fiction on ho w
owners: “In any event, there is a
wide the words used in class
requirement of use after five years
headings were interpreted.”
for any brand and the courts h ave
Hastings Guise of Field
taken a fairly restrictive approach
Fisher Waterhouse, adds: “If the to how that is defined.”
ECJ follows the opinion, OHIM
Nevertheless, the opinion “does
will be obliged to adopt a more
help, to a certain extent, to give
stringent examination of
clarity as to what is covered by
specifications and practitioners existing registrations – which,
can expect to see a r ise in
from a practitioner’s point of
specification objections.
view, is helpful”.
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